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By Bo Filter
Prescott Bush was the grandfather of 

recent US president George W. Bush. In 
1942, several of Prescott’s American busi-
nesses were seized under the US Trading 
With the Enemy Act. One of them involved 
laundering money for Hitler out of the Brown 
Brothers Harriman bank in New York, the 
largest and oldest private bank in the United 
States. Bush never faced prison time. 

Many people in high places who could 
have prosecuted him were also Nazi sym-
pathizers or affiliates.  Many of them were 
especially pleased with Hitler’s pre-war 
eradication of democracy in Germany and 
his wartime push to conquer Communist 
Russia. 

As Hitler fell at the end of World War II, 
a number of American corporations, war 
manufacturers, and dreamers of world con-
quest continued Hitler’s war against Russia. 
They dubbed the continuing assault the Cold 
War. Their strong influence in American 
media created a whole new zeitgeist of anti-
Communism, brought to fruition through the 
witch hunting and red baiting Joe McCarthy 
senate hearings, known as McCarthyism.

Meanwhile, Prescott Bush set his sights 
on the White House. As a Nazi sympathizer, 
Bush wanted to groom a hardcore anti-
Communist for the presidency. He found that 
person in the name of Richard Nixon, who 
answered a political ad placed by Bush in 
a Whittier California newspaper. 

In time, as Bush moved to put Nixon 
in the Whitehouse, a temporary problem 
presented itself with the election of John F. 
Kennedy as president. Kennedy began to 
back out of the Cold War and began discus-
sions on how to bring about world peace. 
This angered the military contractors and 
eyes bright on world conquest. Worse, on 
June 4, 1963 Kennedy signed Executive 
Order 11110, which called for the printing of 
a new national currency that would circum-
vent and emasculate the Federal Reserve, 
which stood from its inception in 1913 to 
profit the most from continuing wars, where 
the interest on loans for war is in the billions 
of dollars. 

Even worse still, American Nazis dread-
ed the fact that the Kennedy family was 
popular among voters. There was talk ev-
erywhere about a Kennedy dynasty in the 
White House. Three Kennedy brothers as 
consecutive presidents would kill the war 
machine and all the profit it would bring. 
Kennedy had to go. He was assassinated 
in Dallas on November 22, 1963, and the 
media quickly blamed Lee Harvey Oswald 
for the killing. Yet, no scientific forensic 
criminal investigation was allowed to take 
place. The public was so inundated with 
talk about Oswald that it never occurred to 
them in the main that questions needed to 
be asked about who controlled the media 
and its single theory obsession with Oswald, 
and who blocked the necessary crime scene 
investigation. 

Finally, years later, against enormous 
pressure to keep the story silent by the 
Nazi-banker-warmonger collective, the 
government was forced to concede in 1979 
that Kennedy was killed by a conspiracy. 

As soon as Kennedy was dead, Bush 
and friends quickly consolidated their power, 
first with Lyndon Johnson, who took over 
the presidency and immediately reversed 
Kennedy’s decision to bring troops home 
from Viet Nam before Christmas. The war 
erupted into full blossom. Warmonger profits 
skyrocketed, as did the number of deaths of 
millions of peasants, without regard to social 
and environmental costs.

With Kennedy gone, Bush could now 
focus on replacing the would-be Kennedy 
dynasty in the White House with his own 
dynasty. With Nazi war profits in part, 
Prescott Bush backed Nixon’s career and 
presidency[i]. Bush died before he could 
see his son and grandson become presi-
dents. Nonetheless, the Bush cabal kept 
America moving in the direction of war and 
war profiteering.

While president, Prescott’s son George 
Herbert Walker Bush mentioned “the crazies 
in the basement”, a fond term referring to 
his band of neo-Conservatives, who were 
part of his White House team. Although neo-
Conservatism has been defined in several 
ways, this subgroup refers predominantly 
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to disciples of the 1950s Chicago political 
science and Nazi-oriented professor Leo 
Strauss, who taught his students to seek 
global domination. Strauss’s mentor was 
Carl Schmidt, one of Hitler’s top lawyers.

With Prescott Bush’s connections to 
Hitler, one should not be surprised to find 
continuing Nazi ideology in the Bush family 
and political entourage. After the Clinton 
administration, the same “crazies in the 
basement” were back in George W. Bush’s 
White House from 2000-2008. 

Nazi ideology was well implanted in 
the 1st Bush administration by Straussian 
student Paul Wolfowitz, Under Secretary 
for Defense for Policy. In 1992, Wolfowitz 
prepared a document entitled, Defense 
Planning Guidance, wherein he states: 

“Our first objective is to prevent the re-
emergence of a new rival, either on the terri-
tory of the former Soviet Union or elsewhere, 
that poses a threat on the order of that 
posed formerly by the Soviet Union. This is a 
dominant consideration underlying the new 
regional defense strategy and requires that 
we endeavor to prevent any hostile power 
from dominating a region whose resources 
would, under consolidated control, be suf-
ficient to generate global power.”

If Hitler had won WWII, would he not 
have said the same of Russia? Equally, 
Hitler’s dream of a 1000-year Reich clearly 
did not include sharing power with anyone, 
nor would he allow any regional power to 
rise up in competition. So the neo-Con-
servatives have the same goal as Hitler—
world domination, not world freedom as he 
prophesized.

On the march to absolute power, civil 
rights at home have to be suspended. Hitler 
used the Reichstag Fire Decree to close 
down civil liberties in Germany. Likewise, 
Bush conservatives created the Patriot 
Acts to close down civil rights in America 
following 9/11. Anyone can be arrested as a 
terrorist without due process, as guaranteed 
by the Constitution. 

Preparing to seize power, Hitler immedi-
ately set into motion a massive railroading 
and scapegoat campaign, blaming a feeble-
minded Dutchman for the fire, and claiming 
he was part of a communist revolution be-
ing launched. Hitler disallows newspapers 
from printing any alternative opinion. Using 
this pretext, Hitler arrested 81 Communist 
Reichstag ministers, jailing some and exil-
ing the rest. With conservative backing, 
Hitler quickly filled the parliamentary void 
with his supporters, giving him the majority 
he needed to pass the Enabling Act, which 
then allowed him to declare himself dictator.

In America on 9/11, the same communist 
threat appeared to dissipate with the Cold 
War. A new scapegoat was needed—enter 
Arab extremists. Only four minutes after the 
first plane struck, Osama bin Laden was 
blamed for a crime no one yet knew was 
a crime. For the rest of the day and every 
day after, the Bush administration and its 
co-militant media preached the new gospel 
of evil bin Laden. 

Like in the Kennedy murder, no other 
culprits could be considered other than the 
media’s designated target. No other culprits 
could be blamed. No forensic investigation 
of the crime scene was allowed by the Bush 
administration. No trial of Osama bin Laden 
has taken place, and the FBI has never 
wanted him for the crime. Go to the FBI 
website and find the most wanted criminals. 
Bin Laden is wanted but not for 9/11.

With the Patriot Acts in place (even 
though they are unconstitutional and non-
binding), anyone deemed by neo-Conser-
vatives to be politically left of their extreme 
right position of world domination can be 
arrested without cause, just as Hitler did. 
The illegal detention of activists and home 
invasions of whistleblowers by police have 
already begun.

From the dream of a Hitlerian 1,000-
year 3rd Reich to the neo-Conservative New 
World Order, as often referred to by both 
Bush presidents, are we not hearing the 
continued beat from the same drum, which 
sounds almost exactly the same—world 
domination to world domination? US Nazis 
have never left Russia or the Soviet Union 
alone. US Nazis equivalents attacked the 
Soviets after WWII by dragging them into 
a Cold War. 

When the Soviets fell in 1991, ripping 
the federation into pieces was the next goal, 
stealing every resource possible. Using 
9/11 as further pretext, the US and NATO 
fanned out their attack using Afghanistan as 
their launching pad. In October 2001, they 
invaded former Soviet republics: Kyrgyz-
stan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The Nazis 
keep after Russia, whether from Europe or 
America. Hitler may well have been proud 
of them.

The attacks since the Cold War are now 
called the War on Terrorism. Soviet farm-
ers and their families are labelled terrorists 
for refusing to sign over their property or 
mineral rights to US oil companies. The US 
military is then ordered in to kill them all, 
including the children and grandparents on 
the grounds that they constitute a terrorist 
cell, [i] In this case, the US military is serv-
ing as a mercenary force paid for by US  
taxpayers for the pure benefit of the US 
oil-military-industrial complex. Is not the US 
running terrorist cells in the former Soviet 
Union? Readers are justified in considering 
whether these crimes against farmers are 
the responsibility of neo-Conservatives.

Consider in review the political connec-
tions of Hitler with Prescott Bush, the Nazi 
Straussian neo-Conservatives in high gov-
ernment positions, who have closed down 
civil liberties as did Hitler, and who boldly 
advance a perceived right to dominate the 
world, as did Hitler. Remember that bin 
Laden is still not wanted for 9/1l. 

People have a right to ask some seri-
ous questions. If 9/11 was not committed 
by bin Laden, then was it another foreign 
agent? If not a foreign attack, then who 
inside America committed, participated in, 
or orchestrated 9/11? 

What do we know so far? Since the Bush 
administration illegally blocked a forensic 
investigation of 9/11, they must not have 
wanted Americans to find out who actually 
committed 9/11. Even a year later when the 
victims’ families finally forced Bush to set 
up an investigation, the players were not 
independent forensic scientists but instead 
White House political cronies, people who 
would support the Bush administration’s 
conspiracy theory of 19 hijackers. This 
theory stood from the outset without ques-
tioning or testing, but a fly appeared in the 
ointment. 

The co-chairmen of the Kean Commis-
sion, as it was called, finally concluded that 
the commission had been “set up to fail”. 
The message to the victims’ families and 
public has become clear: NO GENUINE 
INVESTIGATION OF 9/11 IS ALLOWED. 
The victims’ relatives remain outraged at the 
lack of search for truth by the Commission.

We are talking about the biggest crime 
in America. Why would the Bush administra-
tion block the most important crime scene 
investigation in American history unless 
they were somehow involved in the crime? 
Who would dare to say that this is an unfair 
question? The media has kept on that some 
sort of “terrorist cell” committed 9/11. Since 
the Bush administration was made up of 
neo-Cons with Nazi ideological roots and 
political affiliations, such as, in the genesis 
and playing out of the Cold War, can one 
not logically suspect and even ask: was 9/11 
carried out by a Nazi bred terrorist cell inside 
the United States? If so, the ramifications 
are staggering. 

The general populace of America would 
never dream of such a thing because they 
hold to an underlying faith that the evil Nazis 
were completely eradicated during World 
War II. “Nazism was completely destroyed” 
constitutes a sacred cow in America’s body 
politic. Who likes their sacred cows dis-

turbed? Stay silent. Yet, what if this sacred 
cow provides ideal cover for the perpetra-
tors? If it does, then no one is to ask further 
questions about who committed 9/11. Any-
one that does can be stigmatized as a terror-
ist under the Patriot Acts. George W. Bush 
threatened anyone and all who might dare 
to break the silence: “You are either with us, 
or you are with the terrorists.” Remain silent 
if you know what’s good for you.

On the other hand, some Americans still 
have the power to think, to question: what if 
Nazism did have roots in America? What if 
Nazi Leo Strauss did teach global reach of 
power to his Neo-con students at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, which the record shows 
he did? What a serious investigator may 
quickly find out is that truth can indeed be 
stranger than fiction. Truth can be shocking. 
Truth can lead to great irrational fear and 
anger. Truth can also lead to great rational 
fear and anger.

If Americans don’t want a global dictator-
ship, then why not search for the truth? Why 
not accept the shock truth may reveal? You 
will not be destroyed by truth. Get in touch 
with subsequent rational healthy anger and 
use this energy to help prosecute the true 
perpetrators of 9/11. 

Twenty-four Canadians died in 9/11, and 
again the Canadian government went silent 
on a forensic criminal investigation. These 
deaths are still outstanding. There is no 
statute of limitation on murder. So why not 
get involved in a healthy exercise of finding 
the real culprits? 
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“Bad officials are elected by good 
citizens who do not vote.”

    -- George Jean Nathan
 American journalist, critic, 

essayist and editor, 1882-1958


